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Your Voice is a Choice Worksheet 

 

Everything you do and say represents your values, what you believe in, and who you are. 

We become uncentered, or off-kilter, when our words do not align with our values. When 

this happens, we find ourselves feeling misunderstood or unable to connect with others as 

intended. The words we choose reflect our values and intent. The same is true of the words 

you choose for the narrative playing in your head. This voice is a choice. 

 

 REFLECTION 

Begin by identifying your values. What do others say about you? How would they complete 

these sentences? If you are unsure, ask a few people. You can also access Brené Brown’s 

downloadable  list of values on her website. 

1. (Your Name) consistently leads with        .  

2. (Your Name) embodies          . 

3. (Your Name) is the true spirit of what it means to be      . 

4. (Your Name) exhibits a true sense of     in all she does. 

5. When I think of (Your Name), I think of       . 

6. (Your Name) handles most situations with such      . 

7. (Your Name)’s communication is founded in       .  

These responses are characterized by the words you routinely choose, and therefore are the 

words that represent you – your values. List your values here:     

             

 

If you speak your truth, these values are what is in your heart. One might say your heart’s 

desire is to exemplify these values, or you hold them true to your heart. Equally as powerful 

is the voice in your head. You believe this voice and so does your body. I will illustrate how 

this works.  

 

We have a Meyer lemon tree growing in our backyard. Meyer lemons are sweeter and more 

flavorful than a common lemon. You can even eat the skin which is quite thin. If you had 

https://daretolead.brenebrown.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Values.pdf
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one of these lemons right now and you sliced it into quarters, then squeezed it into your 

glass, it would give you the perfect sweet and sour boost to a drink of water - or any 

beverage. You could even take that plump lemon quarter and pop it right into your mouth 

and suck the juicy sweetness. You are not holding a lemon, but I suspect you have more 

saliva in your mouth then you did six sentences ago. Your body reacts to the words you 

hear. It reacts whether you hear or say them out loud or listen to them in your mind. 

 ACTIVITY 

List your 
values 

List words/phrases in your head 
that align with your values 

List words/phrases in your head that 
do not align with your values 

   
 

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 

 + = YOUR COMMITMENT  
Contemplate what is in your heart (your values) and what is in your head (your words), and 

commit to the following: 

1. Words you will live by:         

           

            

2. Words that no longer serve you:        

           

            

TIP:  

Consider the words in your head related to the following: your strengths, your relationships, 

your interests, your greatest desire, your contribution(s), your body, your family (feel free to 

break this down by person), your loved ones (feel free to break this down by person), your 

work, your health, your free time…and so on. 


	+ = YOUR COMMITMENT

